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Presidents Message
Laura Scott
Welcome back to another year of WAG agility! I hope
everyone enjoyed their winter break and the return
to our spring session. We are working on planning
lots of great things for this year. In addition to our
regular classes, we’re working to fit another season
of league into the schedule, along with some fun
trials. We’ve got a couple of demos in the works, and
with a number of new executive members you can be
sure there are lots of great ideas for other WAG
events. Our spring move is coming up soon (thank
goodness the snow and ice melted and the arena
dried up) and we’ll be looking for people to help out
with that. If you have any suggestions for things
you’d like to see WAG do this year, send me an email
(info@wagottawa.ca) and I’d be happy to chat with
you. Wishing everyone a successful year of agility!
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Did your family adopt a new dog? Did your dog master a new trick or has she/he
done anything else special you want to share? Do you have a great recipe you’d
like to share?
Please, send us your story and a photo or two to wagsecretaryottawa@gmail.com
so we can include it in the next newsletter!

Laura Scott — President
Hi there, my name is Laura and I am WAG’s President. I have been
involved with WAG for about 13 years as a student, instructor and a
member of the executive. Currently, my golden retriever, Trevi is in
the Masters class. Trevi started agility 12 years ago. As a puppy, he
used to hang out and watch while I was teaching picking up the tricks
of the trade. This past winter I adopted a new golden retriever puppy
named Gryffin. We have started working on some of the basics and
can’t wait to start agility classes. Over the years, I have volunteered
for many WAG events including the moves, equipment repair and
demos. Being part of WAG has provided me with many opportunities
to meet new people. When I’m not at WAG events you can find me
trying to teach the cat some new tricks, or at our family cottage enjoying the summer weather
with my two dogs Trevi and Gryffin.

Heather Esdon — Head Instructor
Hi, I am Heather and I am the WAG Head Instructor. This is a
new position for me and am I glad that I have so many mentors to
help me figure out all the pieces so that we can all have fun with
our dogs. I have been in the club about 9 years or so. I got
involved with the executive a few years ago and have found it
helps me understand how the club works and most importantly to
get to know so many more like-minded dog people. I have been
the Secretary, President, Equipment Manager and now Head
Instructor. Last year I was the equipment manager so I was very
involved in the club. I arranged the moves, organized a painting
party and along with my husband Scott, built new jumps. I have
2 dogs in classes. Amber is in Senior Instructor Handling and CeCe is in Intermediate. I take
them to WAG demos and try to get a couple of fun trials in over the summer. Scott usually
comes out to events as the photographer. It is always fun to have pictures and video of our
runs. We all love agility.

Lorraine Kerr — Equipment Manager
Hi, my name is Lorraine and I am the new Equipment
Manager. I joined WAG in 2013 with my 2 year old
shepherd-husky rescue, Dawson. We had just completed
some basic obedience with Hotdiggity Dog’s owner, Sharon
Hobson. WAG has been a great experience for both Dawson
and I and we have enjoyed the advice and support of so many
great instructors, who always manage to keep it fun too! I do
have another younger rescue named Gala, a border collie –
lab. Gala does love a party! I am hoping to start classes with
her when she settles down. WAG provides many opportunities to volunteer your time and
expertise. The equipment moves and paint and repair “parties” have been fun and a good time
to meet other members outside your class. I am enjoying working with WAG as the Equipment
Manager and I’m fortunate to have the support from my husband, Terry, who has helped with
many moves in the past and owns a few tools so the equipment will be in good hands!

Karen Kennedy — Treasurer
Hi, my name is Karen and I am the new Treasurer for WAG. I started
with WAG about 3 and a half years ago with my dog Abby. I was looking
for a fun activity for us to do together. Joining WAG has been such a
rewarding experience for both myself and Abby. She loves to come out to
class and run her courses, and she loves to run! WAG has helped us to
build a stronger relationship and I have met many new people who share
my same interests. Since joining WAG I have helped out with the moves,
I’ve helped to repair and paint equipment and I’ve also volunteered my
time at several demos. I am looking forward to my year as Treasurer and
hope to see many of you at our future WAG events.

Sheila Meldrum — Public Relations
Hi there, my name is Sheila and I am WAG’s new Public Relations
Manager. I originally joined WAG some 16 years ago because I had a
new young border collie and friends had convinced me to try agility.
Unfortunately she passed away young. A few years later I had a new
border collie, Rosemund. I remember thinking, "Aha, at last I can
settle down and get going to classes.” Alas, it was not to be. "Rosie"
developed a liking for small dogs (as dinner). Finally, six years ago, I
got started working with Lucy followed by Katie. In the intervening
years, both these dogs have progressed to Intermediate level, where
we rest today, still learning lots of stuff. Both Lucy and Katie have had three years each at
K9Kup and while neither did anything to make WAG famous, it sure was a lot of fun! Other
WAG activities I have enjoyed over the years include moving days, fun trials, painting parties,
Christmas parties, demos at Carp and Dunrobin, the Christmas Parade at Constance Bay (that
is a lot of fun!) and various special courses. All of these activities are a lot of fun because they
give you variety of things to do with your dog plus the opportunity to socialize with fellow WAG
members and their dogs. WAG relies on its volunteers to keep it going at reasonable cost for us
all so I try to get out to as many events as I can. The added bonus, all of these activities are
enjoyable if one goes with a sociable dog which I have with Katie, who thinks all events she
attends are put on for her.

Brittany Semotiuk — Secretary
My name is Brittany and I am the owner of a border collie named
Einstein (who is smarter than I am). I initially joined WAG to get
Einstein into agility as both of his parents are championship winners,
and it, of course, runs in his blood. Einstein, in addition to agility, just
completed his advanced obedience training, is training to be a therapy
dog and is currently training with me to run races. WAG was the perfect
choice for Einstein and I as it runs through the summer and winter and
is in a great location for where we live. As Einstein is just past two years
old, that's approximately how long I have been with WAG. However, I
also came to WAG a while back with my other border collie, Rosey, before she passed. I have
always wanted to become more involved with WAG by helping move the equipment, attending
open houses and being a part of demos so, when I got the amazing opportunity to be WAG’s
Secretary... I TOOK IT! I hope to see and meet everyone out at the events (so does Einstein... he
loves people)!

Sandy Edmonds — Newsletter Editor
Hi, my name is Sandy and this is my second year as WAG’s Newsletter
Editor. When I was a teenager I saw the “Superdogs” at the Ottawa Ex. I
remember thinking how great it would be to have a dog who could do all of
those cool tricks, but I didn’t have a dog at the time. I got my first dog
after I finished University but I just didn’t have the time for agility.
Finally, in 2011, I joined WAG. Currently I’m taking classes with my
golden doodle, Riley, and my standard poodle, Jackson, and loving every
minute of it. Along with agility Riley enjoys dock diving in the hot summer
months and I am hoping to try lure coursing with Jackson this coming
year. I love being a part of WAG. I have learned a variety of effective
training tips and I have met so many people who share my love for dogs. As a member of WAG I
have tried to volunteer for as many events as I can such as moves, maintenance and demos.
Volunteering is lots of fun and it helps out the club. Hopefully I will see you out at some of
WAG’s future events.

Volunteers Needed!
The move is planned for Saturday, May 25th at 10:00. We will meet at the
arena (2435 Dunrobin Road) to load all our equipment and move it to our summer
field on Torbolton Ridge Road.

We need trucks, trailers, vans, SUVs and as many people as
possible.
To sign up to help and/or provide a vehicle able to move equipment please send an
email to lorraine@minitel.ca

Hoping everyone will be able to come out and help.

Heather Esdon
Head instructor
WAG offers 6 different levels of agility classes. Many people often ask what the difference is between each
level so I decided to write a brief description of each of the levels. I hope you find this helpful.
The Beginner 1 level is the introduction to agility equipment and is suitable for dogs as young as 6 months.
Students usually do one session of Beginner 1 -- providing they attend all the classes -- and then they move to
Beginner 2.
In Beginner 2 we build the dogs’ confidence on the equipment and also introduce basic handling. Students
may stay at this level for 2 or more sessions. Dogs must have reached an age of maturity in order to move to
Novice 1. We want our students to have a good foundation both on the equipment and with basic commands
such as sit-stay and recall, before moving on to the next level.
The Novice level is where we start focusing more on the handling because our dogs are comfortable with the
equipment. In Novice 1 we reinforce basic handling and introduce more advanced handling skills. This is
where a good sit stay from the beginner level is built into a lead out. In Novice 2 we help the students (dogs
and humans!) develop more proficiency with the equipment and with more advanced handling. Competition
level courses are introduced at Novice 2. Students will spend 2-4 sessions at each of the Novice 1 and Novice
2 levels.
At the Intermediate level, we help students develop proficiency in the more advanced handling skills. We
will also introduce distance work, the Agility Association of Canada (AAC) games and competition courses.
There is a lot to teach and learn so it will take a number of sessions to teach everything. For some people, this
is where they find their foundation is not quite as strong and they may need to focus on certain elements that
were taught in previous levels. They may go back a level and focus on strengthening their foundation and
working on those pieces.
The top level is Advanced. Here is where advanced handling skills are really tested as students work on
analyzing courses, using the advantages of distance and directionals, and making the right handling choice for
your dog. As the top level, people will remain here but continue to work on all the pieces required to run a
brilliant course with their dog. Instructors will continue to challenge students with more complex courses.
We continue to learn throughout our dogs’ agility careers. At every level we want you to have fun with your
dogs and take pride in every accomplishment, whether it’s getting your shy dog through a tunnel, or training
your advanced dog to take a series of jumps at a distance from you.

Laura Scott
if you can keep moving a step or two past the
end of the contact while they stay stopped.
Build some lateral distance and see if you can
be a little off to the side while they stop in
their contact. Or let them get a little ahead of
you and do their contact while they wait for
you to catch up.

I recently read an article by Leo Babauta (of Zen
Habits) called the Rule of the Edge. He
encourages people to practice at their edge most
(not all!) of the time. This struck me as a great
reminder when it comes to agility training. The
edge means pushing your boundaries just a little
bit. As Leo puts it, “it’s going to the edge, not
diving off it.” You want to have success, and you
want to still practice some easy things but it’s
important to make things just a little bit harder
so you and your dog can grow and improve. What
does this look like for agility?
 When you’re practicing lead outs, be aware
of how far you’re leading out and how long
you’re asking your dog to wait. Do you always
go the same distance? Do a couple at the easy
distance and then see if you can go a step or
two farther. Do you always release your dog as
soon as you get to your lead out position? Turn
and wait a couple of extra seconds before
releasing.
 When you have a line of jumps, be aware of
the distance you are from the jumps. Can you
get a little more lateral distance (just a step to
the side)? Can your dog drive a little more
ahead of you? Be sure to reward them for good
performance!
 With contacts, do you have a picture of
what your perfect contact looks like? What can
you do to get a little closer to that? If your dog
is good at stopping for their contacts, see if you
can get them to hold the position a little bit
longer before you release. If they’re ready, see

There are lots of ways that you can start to
practice at the edge. You’ll notice in the examples
above, one of the key things is being aware of
what your current comfort zone looks like. Once
you acknowledge where you’re at, you can start to
work on a plan to get to where you want to be one small step at a time. It means being mindful
in your training and really thinking about what
you want to get out of your agility practice. If you
need help figuring out things you can do to make
it a little harder for you and your dog, talk to
your instructor. And remember, the goal is to go
to the edge, not dive off! If you and your dog don’t
succeed two times in a row, take a step back from
the edge, practice the easier exercise so you have
success and then see if you can take just half a
step closer to the edge. Also remember, you only
want to work on one thing at a time. If you’re
working on lead outs don’t increase the time and
distance at the same time. Work on one and then
work on the other, and then you can combine
them. Try stepping up to the edge at your next
class and see how much you and your dog can
achieve!

Great Work Rowena, Juju and
Cooper!
Juju got his third Qualifying score in Starter
Standard in December 2018, earning him his
Agility
Dog of
Canada
title.

After a lot of hard work, Cooper finally earned
his first Qualifying score in Starter Standard
in December 2018. A huge milestone for him
because he gets so intimidated by the agility
ring environment that he'd completely lose
focus.

Awesome work Charlotte!
- Mary Clayson
This winter I decided to keep Charlotte engaged and occupied by trying something new that I
thought she might enjoy. So we started taking barn ratting classes. Wow! Now I know how
border collie people feel when they start agility. Charlotte
took to ratting like a duck to water. She loves it, and right
from the beginning she was the star pupil in class.
She just recently competed in her first trial, and got a
qualifying score in every class. She got both of her Instinct
titles in Barn Hunt and Brush Hunt. The Instinct titles are
obtained if they get a qualifying score in their first attempt.
While certainly not as challenging as agility for the handler,
there is still a surprising amount that the handler needs to
learn to help the dog do well. For Charlotte, it is the perfect
balance to doing agility. She doesn't have the innate ability of
the border collies in the agility ring, but it forces her to use
the thinking part of her brain. Ratting lets her give in to her
natural instincts to achieve success in a safe yet stimulating
environment.
?
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?

Now if I could just lure her over jumps and through the
weaves with a rat.....

Sharon Hobson
You want your dog to stop jumping all over
visitors who come in the door. You want your
dog to come when called. You want your dog to
stop pulling you down the street. What’s the
easy way to accomplish any of this? Be patient.
And here’s the hard part -- recognize that
you’re part of the problem!

So there are no magic buttons to change a dog’s
behaviour. There is no secret word that your
trainer can give you to make your dog come
when you call him, stop jumping up, or stop
pulling. Instead, as painful as it may be, you
need to recognize where the problem starts,
and that is usually with you, the owner!

No one sets out to create problems with their
dog. But what happens is that our dogs
intently watch us, every waking hour. They
are learning our patterns, our habits, our
body language, our likes and dislikes. They
learn everything about us. And then they
behave accordingly….

Dogs do not understand “sometimes”, they only
understand “always” or “never”. So allowing
your dog to sometimes jump up on you, ignore
you, or pull you, tells him that it’s always okay
to do so. That doesn’t mean you can never have
your dog jump up on you with that wonderful
enthusiasm you love. It means you will just
need to tweak it. Teach your dog to jump up
only when you ask him to.

So if you’re looking to change your dog’s
behaviour, as a first step, take a good, honest
look at what you may be doing to enable or
encourage the behaviour you don’t like. For
example, do you sometimes allow your dog to
jump up on you when you come home because
you think it’s cute that he misses you so much?
Or, do you consider it okay to have to call your
dog 3 or 4 times before she responds and comes
to you because at least she eventually comes?
Do you sometimes allow your dog to pull you
when you walk him on leash because it’s easier
than doing the back and forth training?

But – and this is important! – to be successful
with this approach, you have to recognize your
responsibility in creating and maintaining the
new behaviour: if you are inconsistent, if you
occasionally forget to ask for a jump up and
laugh it off when he does so anyway, chances
are you will not eradicate the unwanted
behaviour.

It’s important to look at what you’re asking
your dog to change, and begin by making a plan
that is based on you taking responsibility for
Dogs do what they’re allowed to do. And the
your dog’s behaviour. This will likely include
more they’re allowed to practice a behaviour,
changing your behaviour. Recognizing that it’s
the stronger it becomes. So if you have an 18not just a case of training your dog, but of
month old Labrador retriever who has been
seeing things
dragging you around the neighbourhood, it’s
from his
going to take longer to teach him loose leash
perspective
walking than it would with a 5-month old
and helping
puppy.
him deal with
There are no quick fixes to these fairly common life in a
human society
behaviour issues. At least none that are
humane and permanent. Because it’s important is the
beginning of a
to remember that whatever it is you choose to
do to fix problem behaviours should be done in beautiful
friendship.
a way that enhances your relationship with
your dog, not damages it.
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